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April 27
Idea presentation 6:00pm

April 20 Kickoff  
6:00pm

MAY 11 LAB 2
MENTORING6:00pm

MAY 25LAB 3
PITCH TRAINING 6:00pm

JUNE 1 PITCH DAY
9:30am

LAB 1



O p e n i n g
9 : 3 0 - 9 : 5 0

P i t c h  S e s s i o n  1

9 : 5 0 - 1 0 : 5 5
P i t c h  S e s s i o n  2
1 1 : 0 5 - 1 2 : 1 0

o P E N I N G
1 6 : 0 0 - 1 6 : 3 0

k E Y N O T E  S P E E C H
L a u r a  W a r n i e r

C H I E F  G R O W T H  O F F I C E R  A T  G O S T U D E N T
1 6 : 3 0 - 1 7 : 0 0

F i n a l  P i t c h  A w a r d
1 8 : 3 0 - 1 9 : 3 0

B R E A K
1 3 : 3 0 - 1 6 : 0 0

S t a r t - u p  &  P a r t n e r  F a i r
1 7 : 0 0 - 1 8 : 3 0

K e y n o t e  S p e e c h

V a l e r i e  M o c k e r
W i n g W o m e n  C E O ,  F o u n d e r ,  B o a r d  m e m b e r
4 0  u n d e r  4 0

1 9 : 3 0 - 2 0 : 0 0

C l o s i n g  c e r e m o n y
2 0 : 0 0 - 2 0 : 3 0

P i t c h  S e s s i o n  3

1 2 : 2 0 - 1 3 : 2 5

P i t c h  D a y
J u n e  1 ,  2 0 2 1
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Welcome to the grand finale of the eighth edition of Entrepreneurship Avenue! 

From the start, Entrepreneurship Avenue’s main mission has been to inspire,
encourage and support young people to start their own businesses. It is a platform
of opportunities for students from various backgrounds and disciplines, both
‘explorers’ who simply want to learn about entrepreneurship and ‘wantrepreneurs’
who benefit from the elaborate support infrastructure the program offers to student
startup projects. The can-do attitude and diverse backgrounds of participants
provide a unique learning and working atmosphere for everyone involved.

Unfortunately, for the second consecutive year the program could not be run as a
physical event. I am really glad that the organizing team has taken on the challenge
and navigated through all of the ups and downs an event organizer can possibly face
today in an entrepreneurial manner. They did not get lost in the risks and problems
the current situation presents, but focused on opportunities and mastered the
contests. Thus, the Entrepreneurship Avenue 2021 not only shows another increase
in internationality and diversity of participants but also laid the foundations for the
future development of the program.
In place of the whole organizing team, I would like to express my gratitude to the
head organizers of Avenue 2021, Ekaterina and Florian, and give a shout out to
Johanna and Monique from WU Entrepreneurship Center’s team. Kudos to you all for
the smooth organization, your ideas and passion!
I wish you all keep up the entrepreneurial Avenue spirit!

Stay entrepreneurial AND safe,

RUDOLF DÖMÖTÖR, DIRECTOR ECN

A note from the organizers

RUDOLF DÖMÖTÖR
 DIRECTOR ECN



We are extremely glad and honored to welcome you to Entrepreneurship Avenue Pitch Day. This
year's Avenue has gone through a lot of changes and now you see a new version of the event
where we focused on participants of LABs series bringing them all possible opportunities to
develop entrepreneurial skills through mentoring, pitch training, and partner workshops.

We want to say that even though it has been a challenging year for us all, it has also been
extremely educational and, just as the slogan of Avenue 2021 says, we were challenged, we had
to innovate, and finally, we created an event that is accessible for students from anywhere
around the globe and which also provides an offline platform for those participants that are able
to join the event here in Vienna. 

For over half a year a team of 21 dedicated students from WU has been working tirelessly to
bring you the 8th edition of Entrepreneurship Avenue. We are extremely proud of what they
have accomplished, this event would have never been possible without the great collaborative
work they have done. We also want to thank ECN (Entrepreneurship Center Network)  and SIMC
master program, the founders of Entrepreneurship Avenue, for this great opportunity and for all
the support throughout this year.

We would also like to express our gratitude to our partners and the whole start-up community
for working together with us towards promoting entrepreneurship among students and young
people. This event would not have been possible without their support. 

Today at Pitch Day, you can see all student teams pitch in a semi-final in the morning. Our
afternoon program will continue with inspiring keynote speakers, an extensive Start-up & Partner
Fair which will happen online on Vystem platform and, of course, the Pitch Award where the top-
10 student teams will present their ideas in the final pitching round. We want to encourage you
to network with other guests, partners, participants, and start-ups no matter where in the world
you are. Take this opportunity to possibly meet your future employer, co-founder, and other like-
minded people. 

We want to thank again everyone who supported Entrepreneurship Avenue in these challenging
times! We wish you a great time at EA Pitch Day 2021 and hope to see you next year!

Ekaterina & Florian

Dear GUests and participants,

EKATERINA ZUEVA
HEAD ORGANIZER

FLORIAN PIRCHER
HEAD ORGANIZER



ENTREPRENEURSHIP AVENUE 
is Europe’s largest student-focused start-up event series. Designed to inspire,
encourage, and support young people to join the start-up scene, the
Entrepreneurship Avenue connects students with founders, investors, and mentors,
providing the foundation that turns ideas into viable businesses. It is a playground
for students with entrepreneurial mindsets who are eager to try out their business
ideas and receive qualitative feedback from industry experts throughout the course
of LAB sessions. 

Avenue at your fingertips 
Entrepreneurship Avenue 2021 was challenged by COVID-19 pandemic just like last
year's Avenue. With the intent of organizing a hybrid mode flexible event, we
established a collaboration with vystem.io to make the online parts of Avenue as
close to a real-life event as possible. Participants of LABs series are already familiar
with the set-up of this online tool and now we want to introduce it to our guests.

Start-up & 

Partner Fair

If you want to talk to the start-up
founders and representatives of
Avenue's partner companies, take this
opportunity and join the Start-up &
Partner Fair. Right below the live
stream, you may find 22 booths of
companies represented at the Fair.  By
using these booths you are able to
easily wander around the Fair, meet
like-minded people and make
meaningful connections!

Pitch Day

Livestream

The livestream in the Pitch Day tab on
vystem.io is the main stage of
Entrepreneurship Avenue 2021. This is
the place to go to get inspired by
keynote speeches and the business idea
pitches of student teams. There is also
an option of  asking questions from the
speakers or our moderator. This way
you can feel like you are present in the
same room with our speakers.



The goal of Entrepreneurship Avenue 2021 Kick-off was sparking interest of
students towards entrepreneurship and showing that entrepreneurship is
indeed a choice for everyone. We want to thank speakers who joined us in
order to inspire students from different countries and backgrounds to join the
Avenue and show their start-up ideas to the world.

Rudolf Dömötör
Dr. Rudolf Dömötör is Director of the Entrepreneurship Center
Network (ECN) at the Institute for Entrepreneurship & Innovation at
WU. The Entrepreneurship Center Network includes 24 universities
from all over Austria .

Alexander Brix
Alex is the Chief Operating Officer at Kaleido AI, one of the leading
visual AI companies in the world. It’s tools remove.bg and
unscreen.com help more than 20 million users every month to
accelerated video and photo editing workflows. 

Christoph Hornik
Christoph is the CEO of Epiclay and studies CEMS/International
Management at WU. At Epiclay he is responsible for the strategic
orientation of the company, investor relations, as well as the project
management.

Melanie Kálmán
Melanie, COO of Epiclay, studied Agricultural Science, as well as
Socio-Ecological Economics and Policy. Within Epiclay, she is
responsible for operational tasks such as sales, business
development and coordination with partners.

Missed Kick-off or want to relive it? Watch it on
YouTube anytime here: 

EA Kick-off 2021

http://unscreen.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZxI56d2MZw


Missed Kick-off or want to relive it? Watch it on
YouTube anytime here: 

EA Kick-off 2021

Tremitas
Tibor Zajki-Zechmeister
Fachhochschule Kärnten

Circly
Eric Weisz
IMC Fachhochschule Krems

Maptivity
Christian Marschalek
Fachhochschule Steyr

Barkinsulation
Bernhard Lienbacher
Fachhochschule Salzburg

MathMania
Huang Chen
Fachhochschule St. Pölten

Symflower
Evelyn Haslinger
JKU Linz

Brave Analytics
Christian Hill
Medical University of Graz

G.ST Antivirals
Guido Gualdoni
Medical University of Vienna

EET
Jan Senn
Technical University 
of Graz

Prewave
Lisa Smith
Technical University of Vienna

Novasign
Mark Duerkop
BOKU Vienna

Livin Farms
Katharina Unger
Universtiy of Applied Arts in
Vienna

Pregenerate
Julie Rosser
University of Veterinary 
Medicine Vienna

Biome Diagnostics
Nikolaus Gasche
Fachhochschule Technikum

Vinotaria
Melanie Scholze-Simmel
Fachhochschule 
Wr. Neustadt

Lellis
Ines Nechi
Fachhochschule 
Wr. Neustadt

Kern Tec
Michael Beitl
Vienna University of 
Economics and Business

aeroSQAIR
Esther Hummel
Vienna University of 
Economics and Business

LibertydotHome
Philipp Hüttl, Markus
Hörmanseder
Fachhochschule Campus Wien 

Evential
Sebastian Duelli
Fachhochschule Vorarlberg

uptraded
Bruno Huber
MCI - Management Center
Innsbruck

Probando
Manuel Leal Garcia, Julia Harrer
University of Graz

SWAIG
Lukas Schwaiger
Universität Salzburg

Within the UNIpreneurship Showcase, our participants had the chance to chat
with founders of 23 projects that emerged from academic backgrounds of
different Austrian universities proving that entrepreneurship is indeed an
option for everyone! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZZxI56d2MZw


LAB 1 was dedicated to the Idea Presentation. This year there
were 46 ideas presented by students from 23 universities, and
many more students attended the LAB with the aim of joining a
start-up where they can apply their specific expertise.
Participants also got to see a keynote speech from Amir Akta on
the essential business tools any entrepreneur should use when
starting their business. The goal of this LAB was to form
interdisciplinary teams of students that would be competitive in
the industry due to the diversity of their skills.

Amir Akta
Founder of Return on Art, one of the youngest Europeans on the
"Forbes 30 under 30" list for DACH countries

Lab 1

LAB 2 was aimed at providing feedback for participants
regarding their business idea, business model, cost structure
etc. From 46 ideas presented in the Idea Presentation LAB, 33
teams were formed and continued their entrepreneurial journey
in LAB 2 - Mentoring. Each team had two mentoring sessions
with experts from the industry. We want to thank our mentors
who helped student start-up teams to improve their business
idea, the products, and the overall strategy of each team.

Lab 2

Entrepreneurship Avenue aims to provide LABs participants with
all possible tools and knowledge for their successful start of the
entrepreneurial journey, thus, LAB 3 was dedicated to Pitch
Training. This LAB started with a keynote on how to pitch from
Daniel Cronin. After that, highly qualified pitch trainers worked
with teams, helped them improve their business pitch and
taught them techniques of successful pitching to potential
investors.

Daniel Cronin
Co-founder and Board Member of Austrian Startups, entrepreneur,
lecturer, keynote speaker.

Lab 3



Anatoly Evdokimov
Arbresha Talla
Barbara Havel
Barbara Sladek
Berna Epik
Carlos Fernandez de Retana
Christian Schimper
Christopher Hauff
Daniel Borza
Daniel Tran
David Khassidov
Tadeusz Ciundziewicki
Christian Laurer
Fabian Brunner
Florian Schirg

Markus Raunig
Michael Ambros
Michael Kowatschew
Michael Manges
Patrick Pirchegger
Philip Hofmacher
Philipp Waibel
Robert Kopka
Stefan Wüst
Stefanie Beßler
Thomas Ecker
Thomas Spring
Felix Hlatky
Ahmad Majid
Hannah Wundsam

Florian Zenk
Frank Owen
Georg Weber
Gerald Zankl
Gregor-Robert Posch
Jan Mendling
Juergen Jelly
Kambis Kohansal Vajargah
Karin Turki
Karl Edlbauer
Laura Egg
Laura Stockert
Lukas Pfahlsberger
Manfred Strasser
Marko Ertl

Big shoutout and Thank you to all

mentors and Pitch trainers  

Ahmad Hachicho
Alexander Pinter
Angel Ferrufino Vidal
Anna Kohl
Christopher Hauff
Daniel Tran
Davorin Barudzija
Edin Zahirovic
Elena Maria Tröscher
Evgeniia Filipova
Filip Lalic
Florian Kandler
Iris Zeppezauer

Karlo Krznaric
Katja Schuh
Klara Brandstätter
Kristine Vukovich
Martin Reisenauer
Mchael Kowatschew
Normann Lindner
Paul Chipperton
Paulina Kania
Peter Windischhofer
Stefan Atz
Zarina Esimova

Mentors 2021

Pitch Trainers 2021



Hannah 
Wundsam
Austrian Startups

Monique 
Schlömmer
WU Gründungszentrum

Florian Slezak
Microsoft

Thomas Ecker
Tecnet Equity

Martin 
Reisenauer
BDO

Berna Epik
ECN

Petra Kohles
Wirtschaftsagentur

Johanna
Wiesner
ECN

Karoline
Berghuber
AWS

Gerda 
Just-Ebermann
Erste Bank

Justine Eling
A1

Florian Schirg
Accent

entrepreneurship

YUTOR
Tomorrowed
HAPPYVET
Sugarfries
Azolla Ecosystems
Kachelino
arx.ace
Unify

Needsfinder
Planeo
PropLink
MANA
ARKDe
Grätsli
Habitizer

Savvyconow
PUMMASpace
VimWell
ThyTech
Uni.HUB
audiando
Photon
Ambulance Alert

Away.
Jonetto
Team 44
AboveElite
DigiDrip
SwitchUp
LITWater
Xperience

Pitch Day Semi-final jury panel

This year's Avenue start-up teams participating in the Pitch Day:
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Nina 
Wöss

AVCO/Female Founders
 

Heinrich
Prokop
2min2mio

 

Daniel
Horak

Startup Live
 

Michael 
Moll
Accent

 

Laura 
Egg
aaia

 

Final Pitch Award jury panel

Speakers

Laura Warnier
Laura Warnier joined GoStudent in 2018 as CMO and set up the
entire marketing and sales process. Today, as Chief Growth Officer,
she takes care of the expansion of GoStudent so that the company
can successfully enter international markets.

Valerie Mocker
Valerie Mocker set up Wingwomen to help a new generation shape
the future. Named one of Europe's 40 under 40 leaders, Valerie is an
internationally renowned entrepreneur,board member, tech-for-
good investor and speaker. After graduating from the University of
Oxford with two, first-class, degrees, Valerie started leading her first
teams with 23, multi-million dollar funds with 26 and got onto boards
and into rooms of power in her twenties. 
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A1
With more than 7 million customers A1 is Austria’s leading communications
provider, offering voice telephony, Internet access, digital cable TV, data
and IT solutions, wholesale services and mobile business and payment
solutions. A1 has also taken an active role in encouraging and supporting
entrepreneurial activities with the A1 Start Up Campus. There startups are
consulted in various business areas and provided with tailored solutions
that facilitate communication and day-to-day business.

AUSTRIA WIRTSCHAFTSSERVICE
AWS supports companies in implementing their innovative projects by
offering soft loans, grants and guarantees, particularly in cases where the
funds required cannot be obtained sufficiently through alternative funding.
Specific information, coaching and services are also offered to prospective,
existing and expanding companies.

BDO
BDO Austria is part of the International BDO Network and one of the
leading professional services firms in Austria. BDO plays an active role in
167 countries whilst building a strong reputation in each local market. They
provide extensive expertise in a wide range of services: Audit & assurance,
tax & accounting as well as advisory and consulting. Their experience and
knowledge of the local business climate supports entrepreneurs in
decision making throughout all stages of their start-up journey. 

ERSTE
As one of the leading banks in the Austrian banking sector with a strong
presence in the CEE market, Erste Bank recognizes the importance of
supporting individuals that have a business idea. Next to their core
business activities in retail, corporate banking, capital markets and public
sector business, Erste Bank actively engages in guiding entrepreneurs
through funding processes and providing financing solutions for start-ups.

MICROSOFT
Microsoft’s mission is to empower every person and every organization on
the planet to achieve more. Our culture is centered on embracing a growth
mindset, a theme of inspiring excellence and encouraging teams and
leaders to bring their best each day. Microsoft for Startups is a free, global
program dedicated to helping startups successfully scale their businesses.
We do this by providing startups with access to powerful technology
coupled with a streamlined path to selling alongside Microsoft and our
global partner ecosystem. In fact, startups are essential for us and we work
together on Unlocking Exponential Value around the World

DIAMOND Partners
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TECNET EQUITY & ACCENT INKUBATOR 
tecnet equity is one of the leading equity funds for early-stage investments
in Lower Austria and manages a volume of over EUR 50 million. tecnet
finances young technology companies and companies with innovative
business ideas through venture capital. Its support reaches well beyond
the financial investment. With personal dedication, an international
network and longstanding experience, tecnet supports companies on their
way to success. As an early-stage investor, tecnet is an active participant in
the Austrian start-up environment.

accent Inkubator is the leading tech incubator in the Vienna region that
supports projects combining future-oriented technologies with state-of-
the-art science and technology. They assist start-ups with coaching and
networking services as well as provide know-how through educational
impulse sessions. 

WIRTSCHAFTSAGENTUR WIEN
This year the Vienna Business Agency initiated ViennaUP.com! An
international mega-event, which will take place in April/May 2021. It will be
created by Vienna’s diverse and fast-growing startup community to bring
together the people who are shaping the future of business and
technology.

AMS STARTUP - EXPERT CENTER
We are the right people to help you!
We will support you with our expertise in personnel search and by
providing useful information on applicable grants. The AMS STARTUP -
EXPERT CENTER is proud of its long-standing cooperation with other
Viennese institutions that also offer services and grants for the startup eco-
system.

GOLD Partners

SILVER Partners
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KALEIDO AI
Kaleido AI stands behind remove.bg and Unscreen - the industry-leading
tools for automatic image and video background removal. We use
artificial intelligence to help our clients customize their visual assets by
providing them with the ability to cut out backdrops automatically in a
matter of seconds. We aim to make visual AI accessible to everyone -
from individuals to businesses of all sizes - and help people from all over
the world unleash their creativity and speed up their workflows.

BÄRNSTEIN
As Austria's most enjoyable drink made from green coffee, Bärnstein is
the powerful moment for gourmets. The two founders Martin and Lukas
have developed Bärnstein with a lot of courage and toil, with the aim of
making enjoyable power-moments drinkable: Austrian regionality is
combined with the distant adventure of green coffee. 

BITPANDA
Our goal since day one was to reimagine what it means to invest, by
making simple, easy-to-use financial products for everyone. Now, 7 years
later, and with more than 400 team members and 2 million users, we're
one of the fastest growing fintechs in Europe. Our user-friendly, trade-
everything platform empowers you to invest in the stocks,
cryptocurrencies and metals you want — with any amount of money.

BSURANCE
We are bsurance, an Austrian-based Insurtech start-up headquartered in
Vienna. We transform the opportunity into a solution, allowing customers
to connect with fair and relevant insurance products at the right time and
place. 

COINPANION
Coinpanion enables you to invest in cryptocurrencies automatically and
securely without any previous knowledge.

HOKIFY
hokify is the fastest growing job platform in DACH. Every month we are
putting thousands of jobseekers into their new jobs in the fastest, easiest
and most enjoyable way. You want to be part of our ambitious journey
and kick-off your career in one of the coolest startup teams in Vienna? We
are looking forward to your application!
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QUICK SPEECH
Founded in 2018, QuickSpeech (www.quickspeech.net) provides a simple
and intelligent learning platform through its app that companies use to
educate their employees through learning content, news, videos and fun
quizzes. Companies can create learning content themselves or have
QuickSpeech create it for them. By building out machine learning, the app
adapts to each employee's needs and personalizes learning experiences. 

N26
N26 is a Berlin-based digital bank with more than 7 million customers in
25 markets across Europe and the US. It has reinvented banking for the
smartphone and aims to offer the best mobile user experience in the
market. Founded in 2013 by two Austrians, N26 has developed into one
of the world’s most valuable FinTechs with a valuation of $3.5bn and is
currently employing 1,500 employees across 5 offices.

LEAD ME
LeadMe are ordinary looking glasses with a bunch of sensors and haptic
feedback to recognize obstacles and to make the user aware of them.
They are an easy-to-use solution to facilitate everyday life and thus make
life more enjoyable for severely visually impaired or blind people.

MEISTER LABS
Meister develops smart and intuitive web apps that help teams of all sizes
and industries turn ideas into reality. Our flagship products MindMeister
and MeisterTask support a complete creative workflow – from
collaborative brainstorming to agile task management.

NUKI
We at Nuki are breaking new ground and are working on a completely
keyless future. Our products are simple, make life easier and are reliable
companions for our customers. What makes us successful is our dynamic
and diverse team, because we focus on essentials and are constantly
developing.

PLUSGEAR
We are PlusGear, the Austrian innovative sports brand. We develop smart
sportswear and with our slogan "More than Sportswear" we integrate
solutions to everyday problems into our customers' outfits. We design
USP products and continuously launch new "gamechanging products"
which enable our target group to get to the next level in sports.



ROBO WUNDERKIND
We build tools that change the way kids play, learn, and create with tech
in school and at home. Our award-winning robotics kits empower kids to
learn to code through the joy of play.

REBEL MEAT
Rebel Meat develops delicious meat products with only 50% meat for a
100% meat experience - that way our products are more healthy and
climate-friendly than conventional meat products. We use only natural,
100% organic ingredients and no additives whatsoever. Our products are
available in select restaurants and in retail all over Austria.

REFURBED
We are one of Europe’s largest marketplaces for refurbished devices and
we are committed to promote a green future for our planet with
refurbished products. Our marketplace allows customers to buy high-
quality, affordably priced refurbished products that are a 100%
sustainable alternative to new. refurbed™ was founded in February 2017
and since then we have grown to more than 100 team members. Within 4
years, we have expanded into more than 7 major European countries.

TU SPACE TEAM
The TU Wien Space Team is a voluntary organization and consists of more
than 100 students and professionals from all kinds of backgrounds. In
close cooperation with more than 50 national and international partners
and sponsors the team works on complex, real-life aerospace projects
like drones, rockets and satellites.

WHAT A VENTURE GMBH
We believe that innovation has the potential to improve our daily lives and
can solve the big problems our society is currently facing and will face in
the future. That is why we have chosen “success with innovation” as our
mission statement. What distincts us from other innovation companies is
our 360° perspective on corporate innovation. We enable organizations to
become sustainably innovative by implementing the right framework and
at the same time we have extensive know-how and all hands-on skills. 



ekaterina zueva
Head Organizer

Florian Pircher
Head Organizer

james langer
Moderator

lilla kovacs
Marketing

bengisu naz uzgur
 Head of Marketing

katarina mihelic
Marketing

Endrit Halili
IT

dominik Sylejmani
Start-Up Fair

michael golth
Start-Up Fair

lukas feichtinger
Agenda & Speakers

nina pettinger
Agenda & Speakers

tim winter
Partners

martin rudolf
Partners

ralitsa malinova
 Partners

markus topf
Partners

sebastian pollrossanel hajrovic
LABs

Lisa pommerening
LABs

theresa winkler
LABsLABs

Sarah Hofmann
LABs
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The student organization of WU's
SIMC Master programme
SIMConnect aims to build the community
around the MSc in Strategy, Innovation &
Management Control and connects its
students with the program's alumni,
faculty and external partners. The
organization consists of 6 departments
with their own responsibility offering a
wide variety of activities and services,
such as the organization of workshops,
speeches and trainings with corporate
partners, as well as the hosting of social
events for the active student and alumni
communities.
Furthermore, SIMConnect represents the
students' voice to the faculty to co-create
an outstanding master program. 

More Info: 
www.simc.at
facebook.com/simc.connect
instagram.com/simconnect_

The Entrepreneurship Center
Network (ECN) is an inter-university
platform aimed at raising awareness of
entrepreneurship among students. 

The ECN connects students from
different universities and disciplines and
provides them with startup related know-
how and useful tools. 

The mission is to sustainably increase the
number of startups of universities.
Currently we have 24 member
universities in our network.   

More info: 
www.ecn.ac.at
facebook.com/ecnetwork.at
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For updates follow us on

www.entrepreneurshipavenue.com

@entrepreneurship.avenue

@entrepreneurshipavenue

Entrepreneurship Avenue

Entrepreneurship Avenue

entrepreneurship


